A LOSS FOR WORDS  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. "Ay, there's the ___"  
4. Put into piles  
8. Burrito filling  
13. "___ you joking?"  
14. First known abuser of the Auto-Tune plug-in  
15. Cabernet alternative  
16. Off-season hoops games  
19. Spins on the ice  
20. Rapper/actor ___ Def  
21. Zener cards test for it  
22. Athlete on Arizona's Soda Shaq  
23. Bird cry  
24. Course number?  
26. 15-Across's color  
27. Some reincarnated people remember this  
31. 57-Across's specialty (especially terrible puns and wacky wordplay)  
33. "Casablanca" star  
34. Temporary visit  
38. Its capital is Bucharest  
39. Ring around the collar?  
40. Wrestling maneuver  
42. Rocky's hometown, for short  
45. Android alternative  
46. Light settings  
47. Boxer in "The Hangover"  
49. Cont. that's roughly 14% of the world's population  
51. "You the real ___" (meme)  
52. Picks up the bill  
53. Insistence on only buying Apple products, e.g.  
57. Crossword legend who appeared on "The Simpsons" alongside Will Shortz (His first name is hidden in 15-, 16-, 27-, 40-, and 53- Across)  
58. Makes a decision  
59. Sign on a bathroom door  
60. "Family Ties" mom  
61. Used Kleenex stuff  
62. Anatomical pouch

DOWN
1. Bad blood  
2. Sophisticated  
3. Smiled from ear to ear  
4. Regatta racer  
5. Resistance units  
6. "(Don't Go Back To) Rockville" band  
7. Aftershocks  
8. Spelling contest  
9. The "E" in "B.C.E."  
10. Constantine resident  
11. Entre ___  
12. Instruction part  
14. Boardwalk view  
15. "There's ___ for everyone"  
16. "Inside Llewyn Davis" director  
17. Senior dances  
18. Fish tank gunk  
19. Extreme anger  
20. Nook selection  
22. 30. Fig. that might influence a decision as to whether or not to join the mile high club  
23. Mag with sex quizzes  
24. Henry and Clare of magazine publishing  
25. The "S" in "R.I.S.D."  
26. "___ reasonable facsimile"  
27. Owner of the Indianapolis Colts  
28. Mythical birds  
29. Rank amateurs  
30. Lined-up  
31. Date set up on Ashley Madison  
32. Approving vote  
33. Good plot of land  
34. Mobil stuff  
35. "___ with Tracy Jordan" ("30 Rock" show)  
36. Mulhouse Mrs.  
37. Cheer for Christiano Ronaldo  
38. Makes a decision  
39. Sign on a bathroom door  
40. "Family Ties" mom  
41. Used Kleenex stuff  
42. Anatomical pouch  
43. "Family Ties" mom  
44. Used Kleenex stuff  
45. Anatomical pouch  
46. Approving vote  
47. Good plot of land  
48. Mobil stuff  
49. "___ reasonable facsimile"  
50. "___ with Tracy Jordan" ("30 Rock" show)  
51. Mulhouse Mrs.  
52. "Rosanna" band  
53. "___ reasonable facsimile"  
54. "___ with Tracy Jordan" ("30 Rock" show)  
55. Mulhouse Mrs.  
56. Hosp. assistant